Bugs & Wish list

Handling [[Text] in Trunk does not produce [Text] but a link in 6.0 trunk

Status
- Open

Subject
Handling [[Text] in Trunk does not produce [Text] but a link in 6.0 trunk

Version
6.x

Category
- Error

Feature
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Submitted by
cdrwhite

Lastmod by
cdrwhite

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 

Description
I got a strange problem when writing a text in square brackets (in trunk):

[[These brackets] should stay

should result in the output
[These brackets] should stay
but they produce
<a class="wiki" href="These brackets" rel="">These brackets</a> should stay
It works as expected in 5.0

Importance
1 low

Priority
5

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
3505

Created
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by cdrwhite

LastModif
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The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item3505-Handling-Text-in-Trunk-does-not-produce-Text-but-a-link-in-6-0-trunk
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